SOLRIVER

CASE STUDY

Flexible Financing and Quick
Decisions Results in $8.4MM
Land and Construction Loan
for Clean Energy Farm
L O A N D E TA I L S

Project Type:
Clean Energy
Loan Type:
Land Loan & Construction
Loan Amount:
$8.4 million
Project Description:
Solar Farm
Location: Portland, OR
Key Takeaways:
• Quick funding and closing with
minimal documentation
• Jobs created, positive
environmental impact

avanacapital.com
877.850.5130
AZ CBK# 0921662 | CA DBO# 603K752

Challenge
SolRiver planned to develop a solar farm to provide
Portland General Electric Company with electric for
their customers in Oregon, and needed a ﬁnancing
partner through which they could secure funding to
both purchase the land and build the project. This was
a time-sensitive project, as the option to purchase the
land was expiring within a couple of weeks.
The developer knew that they needed to secure
ﬁnancing quickly or the project would fall apart.
SolRiver did not want to purchase the
land without having the construction loan
in place.
As SolRiver has worked with AVANA
Capital previously, their
management team knew about
the company’s ability to be
ﬂexible, competitive and
quick in situations like this.
Thus, they called our
Renewable Energy
Team and asked us
to come up with
an efficient
solution.

AVANA Capital is focused on both stimulating
the U.S. economy through job creation as well as
developing clean energy sources across the country.

Solution

The WHY Behind the Deal

Upon learning of SolRiver’s urgent
ﬁnancing request, our team immediately
began working to acquire the relevant
documents and to collaborate with
SolRiver to complete the transaction as
quickly as possible. AVANA Capital
provided SolRiver with an $8.4MM loan to
support the purchase of the land and the
construction of the solar farm.

AVANA Capital is focused on both
stimulating the U.S. economy through job
creation as well as developing clean
energy sources across the country.
Through projects like this one, AVANA
Capital promotes and supports the use of
energy efficiency solutions, expanding the
impact of clean energy in the lives of
American citizens. Through Sol River’s
solar farm project, which resulted in
198,425,000 kw/h of power generated,
we have eliminated the burning of
146,884,404 pounds of coal, leading to a
signiﬁcant positive impact on our local
and global environment.

This loan was delivered just in time
to beat the expiring land option, and
enabled SolRiver to complete the land
purchase prior to the option expiration and
to begin construction of the solar farm.
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